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About This Game

The mysterious plane crash was only the beginning. Eight survivors are stranded in the middle of an unforgiving frozen
wilderness of Alaska. Don’t let it consume you. Find out the truth. Survive and live to tell the tale of The Wild Eight.

In The Wild Eight, always be on the move — it is your only way to survive and find out what happened with this mysterious
place. It is a challenging and fun game designed for both teamwork multiplayer and an immersive single-player experience.

Explore and Survive
Embark on the adventure into the ruthless arctic wilderness and uncover truth behind a mysterious plane crash that left
its surviving passengers to die.

Cooperate
Join with other players online (up to 8 players in one party) or begin the dangerous journey on your own.
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Hunt or Be Hunted
Gather resources, craft and improve your equipment at the camping site, escape blizzards and fight deadly beasts that
lurk in the woods.

Loot
Find the uncanny anomalies, strange laboratories and abandoned facilities, full of useful loot and even something out of
this world.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/539470/Police_Stories/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/625960/Stoneshard/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/671510/DESOLATE/
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great game mechanics
- awesome combat system
- quest system is awesome aswell

- combat wears of quickly and
- archers always die in autocombat
- tedious camera movement
- diplomacy is limited to invading. I really enjoy the game so far even though it's quite challenging. I tend to fail most of the
missions at first try but keep coming back for more until I succeed - I guess that's a good sign :) Also, obviously I like the great
visuals and playing in an awesome setting. Nice work!
. An ordinary hidden-object, point-and-click type game. Nothing particularly exceptional or mind-blowing here, but a well-
made and thoroughly enjoyable game nonetheless. As with most of these kinds of games, you get exceptionally good value for
your money (even when it's not on sale), so if you're looking for something casual to play on the cheap, look no further!

8/10 Would facepalm when I find the last hidden object again.. this game blows sandy cat balls. this is some golded stuff and I
hear it will get better from hear on out? this is some golden stuff. I do wish online was still ticking tho.... gumboy ? dafaq ?. you
are Jake Logon a contract piolet for hire, after a set up by a unknown party you are sent into exsile where you can chose what
your new life will be. will you continue working for the companies or will you fight for inderpensents? their are a lot more
choses to come as well. still a great game but unforchanly i can no longer play this game thanks to the steam update.... still
reguardless this game still holds up after all this time. a defant 20/10 for this one that is why i will keep trying to play it for :)
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Bardzo fajny dodatek, \u0142adnie zrobione postacie! Polecam gor\u0105co fanom Armello!. nice game
. Very short gameplay, i beat this game only took 5 hours. But if you love arcade game, then this game is worth to try.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/vyCFqcRS-b0

An absolute tedious grind is the only way I can sum up this very poor effort. So its your typical cheap unity 'horror' game. Run
around looking for things to collect in a level that features ugly graphics,minimal lighting, poor animations and annoying audio. I
say things to collect I found one thing and could not find any thing else in the entire map.

This would at least be bearable if not for the fact that the enemy poo monster can easily kill you even if your in a locked room...
This is just bad on every level. Then just to really get on your goat the game is riddled with bugs and crashes.

Not even worth it on a sale unless you are a sucker for self inflicted tedium.. John Wick's Daughter Simulator 2018

- 8.49/10

Pros:
- Cheap
- Various graphic options
- Training your fingering skill ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

Cons:
- no buttons remap option
- only 1 map to play (dev should add more)
- repeating background music. I actually really enjoy this game its not perfect by any means but it is fun especially with the
recently added multiplayer mode. In sneak thief you are a thief who must go and steal money and other valuables while trying
not to die by the police or swat cops. Theirs tons of maps to choose from like a bank, someones home, a manison, a farm, a
univeristy and even a nucular base where you set off a freaking missle. While the game mainly focuses on single player their
recently has been added a multiplayer mode for you people who want to take your stealth and stealing skills online. The
multiplayer offers game modes (currently theres only 1 but there will be more later). Cops and robbers is where you have a team
of theives against a team of cops. The theives try to steal the required money to escape while defending them selfs from cops
that try to foil there plans. The multiplayer has 2 maps so far the bank and the neigborhood of course there will be more.

Their is of course bugs and the graphics arent that great and so far the multiplayer has alot of problems as of right now but he
will fix them keep in mind he is basically doing this all by himself its not like he has a team of devs (maybe 1 or 2) but its hard
to make a game hell i cant even make the simplest flash game. Overall i recommend this game the single player is fun and really
enjoyable the multiplayer is kinda broken right now but when he eventually fixes it then it will be a blast
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